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Night Launch Rules and Regulations 
 

Purpose for Holding a Night Launch: To advance state of the art Onboard Light Illumination 
Tracking Equipment.  
 
During a night launch, all attending persons are additional aircraft lookouts. Please keep l noise 
and talking to a minimum during countdowns. Keep conversations away from the Range Safety 
Officer/Launch Control Officer table.  

Club and Operational Rules 

 Special notification must be given to Beeville Municipal Airport before a night launch. 
 Four quadrant aircraft spotters must be utilized during a night launch. 
 After dark, anyone entering the pad area must wear a light stick or have a flashlight in 

hand and turned on. 
 All rockets must be safety inspected during daytime operation, including all engines to 

be used during night flights. ‘Heads up’ rocket test flights will not be allowed. 
 The RSO has the final say on allowing or disallowing flights. Every attempt will be made 

to keep this an enjoyable event for everyone. Safety must always come first. 
 Night launch rockets are restricted to utilizing A thru G class motors. 
 When using “sparky” motors to fly a night launch rocket, the launch pad area must be 

watered down in a 25 ft. diameter circle around the launch pad prior to launching the 
rocket to prevent a possible grass fire from igniting. 

 The rocket must be visibly lighted throughout the entire trajectory. If a rocket’s light is 
only visible after ejection, then the rocket will not be allowed to fly. 

 Sub A thru G impulse rockets must fly at least one light source, and the light source may 
be either chemical (e.g. glow sticks or glow in the dark paint) or electronic (i.e. battery 
operated). E and above impulse rockets that will exceed 2000 ft. altitude must carry two 
independent light sources. At least one of the light sources must be electronic and must 
have a high-intensity light source such as a strobe or high-output LEDs. The second light 
source may be chemical or electronic. The second light source may also be enclosed 
within the airframe and deployed at apogee. However, the rocket must be clearly seen 
with at least one light throughout its entire trajectory. 


